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One common method for organizing and retrieving
informationishypertext Hypertext userscan seamh

for information by selecting association links from

one itern to artother, following an association trail
towards theinformation they~k.’lldspaper exam-
ines the nature of association searche in hypertext

systems and proposes a formal model that can be

Usedtoevaluateinforrnationretrievalfmmhypertext

documents. One of the main motivations for the

development of a hypertext search model is that it

can be used to intluence the early design of a system
ordocurnent. Forexarnple,each times newdesignof
a hypertext systemordocument iscnmted, the model

could be used to estimate the information retrieval

time of users. The model we present can be usxi to
determine the time needed to find S@fiC infOXllW

tion in hypertext documen ts, based on the structme
ocumertt, theexperiencelevel of the user, andof thed

thedesignof thehypertextsystem’suserinterface. A

pmfitiq*ofaptialo*atiombd*W

that reveals the stnmgths and limitations of our

model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Onecommon method for organizing and retrieving
information is hypertext [1,7,21,25]. The main idea

of hypertext isthestorage of information asobjectsor
nodes that are interconnected with association links.

Hypertext users can enhance their perception and
understanding of vast amounts of information by

mamining the association links between informat-

ion iterns. Hypertext has been shown to be a useful

tool for browsing [6,171 and learning [9]. Hypertext

systemscanalsobeused tomtrievespecificinforma-

tion [12,18] sinceuserscan follow an association trail
from one item to artother until the desired informa-

tion is found. Studies [11,261 have shown that users

can become disoriented and lost while navigating

throughlarge,highlyinterccmnwted hypertextdocu-

rnents [71.Thispaperexamines thenatureof associa-

tion searches in hypertext systems and proposes a

formal model that can be used to evaluate informa-

tion re&ieval from hypertext documents.

1.1 Motivation for A Formal Prediie Model

One of the rnainmotivations for the development of

a hypertext seamh model is that is a be used to
influence the early design of a system. For example,

each time a new design of a hypertext system or

document is created, a predictive model could be

used to estimate the information retrieval performa-

nce of users. Initial design flaws and inefficiencies

can be detectd and corrected without the need of a

full usability experiment involving recorded obser-
vation of users, which can be a very time consuming

and expensive task. A full usability experiment will

still be needed later in the design process to reveal
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other problems that users may encounter which are

not considered by the model. However, the use of

predictive models can be a valuable and cost effec-

tive waytodetermineif design changeswill actually

impmve retrieval time for users.

1.2 Organization 04 the Paper

In this paper we focus on hypertext semhing in

closed tasks [191, where the uw’s goal is to find the
answer to a specific question. We propose a formal

predictive model to determine the time needed to

find specific information in hypertext documents,

based on the structure of the document, the experi-

ence level of theuser,and thedesignof the hypertext

system’suser interface. A preliminary set of empiri-
cal observationsaredescribed thatreveal thestnmgth

and limitations of our model.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.0 w

views some previous studies on hypertext search-

ing. Section 3.Odescribesa framework for modelling

hypertextsearchbehaviourand discusseshowsome

perceptual models are related to each other. Section
4.0 describes our formal predictive model for

hypertext searching. Section 5.0 discusses some em-

pirical observations anddkcusses the strengths and
Iirnitationsof our model. Section6.0summarks the

contributions of our work to the field of online

documentation and humarwomputer interaction

and discusses some possible extensions to our work.

2 LITERATUREREVIEW

Mets-analysis of empirical hypertext search studies
is difficult since previous studies have been carried

out in varying conditions and have been reported
with varying levels of detail in the literature. Below

we desaibe some behavioral characteristics that

have been observed in these studies.

Nielsen [24] surveyed 30 scientific studies on
hypertext and identified 92 different aspects of

hypertext design that havebeenevaluated and com-

pared. Nielsen’s objective was to normalize the re-

sults and identify the most important design issues.
Nielsen concluded that the following factors have
the most intluenceon hypertext searchbehaviow 1)

age, 2) motivation, 3) user preconceptions, 4) level of

expertise, and 5) navigation mechanism. Nielsen
also concluded that few studies have km large or

detailed enough to arrive at statistically significant

results. However, it appears that theuse~s expertise

and hypertext system’s navigation mechanisms are

prominent factors in hypertmt search behaviour.

Nielsen [22, 23] has also investigated disorientation

in hypertext seamhing. A study on the usability of

vidcwtex systems [221 showed that the backtracldng
facility was one of the most frequently used naviga-

tion facilities, especially for novice users. This obser-
vation is similar to the evaluation of the Glasgow

Online hypertext system [141 where half the users

tended to return to the title page and retrace long

routes in cases where backtracking was either not

available or difficult to use. Nielsen and Lyngbaek

[231reported onastudywhem25 people wereasked
to read a particular hypertext document for one

hour. It was observed that 57% percent of the users

indicated they felt they wem confusd about where

they were, and only 22% indicated that they knew

how to get back. AIsQ, only 35% indicated that they

feltconfident that they had found all the information

for which they were searching.

Recently, Rouet [28] has analysed some empirical

studia of hypertext and analysed the effectiveness

of hypertext for text compmhension, learnin~ and

information xetrieval. He concludes that there is no

consistent evidence for the advantage of hypertext

over linear presentation formats. He also concludes

that performance on hypertext documents vanes

according to: 1) subject’s expertise, 2) interface fea-

tures, 3) previous training on the interface, and 4)

task requirements.

Below are some other findings of the empirical stud-
ies on h~rtext searching. Factors 12> relate to the

characteristics of the user, factors 4 and 5 relate to the

task definition, and factors 6,7, and 8 relate to the

user interface

1.

2.

3.

4.

The user’s motivation is a mapr factor in

search completion times [24].

The user’s knowledge of and training on the

hypertext interface improves searching [19,

28].

Users with better spatial visualization ability
are less likely to become lost [2].

Searching is faster when queries are well

defined [19].
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6.

7.

8.

Searchhg is faster when the words in the

questionalsoappearinthetitlesand thebody
of hypertext nodes [9, 11].

Navigational interface features [26], particu-

larly overview maps [20], reduce conitive

disorientation and improve search times.

Many users begin using search methods that

are familiar to them from the paper domain

and move to new methods as they I= and
find them effective [9].

Backtrackhvz is one of the most frequently

3.1 Red Wdd Scendo for Hypedexf
tithing

Searching for information in hypertext involves the

interaction of several models of permption from 1)

the author of the hypertext documen t, 2) the de

signer of the hypertext application, 3) the evaluator

who defines the search tasks, and 4) the searcher
underevaluation. Differencesinpnx?ptionsacmunt

for differences in arch behaviour. A real world

scenario for hypertext searching is shown in Figure

1 illustrating some of the perceptual models and

their connections via physical devices.

used hypert=t interface f=- [14, ‘z, 231.

Ausermodel istherepresentationof theknowkcke

3A FRAMEWORKFORMODEU.ING
that a user has during a problem solving task. k

conceptual model is the model of the author of the

HYPERTEXTSEARCHING h-t document. ‘1’heauthor’s perception of the

This section provides a framework for modelling a
hypertext user, a hypertext document, a hypertext

system, and a set of search tasks. It begins with a

description of a mal world sfXXIMiO of hypertext

searchin& and introduces several models and their
interactions. The information that needs to be stored

in each model is also defined and dated to the

cognitive tasks of hypertext searching. This frame

work provides the basis for our predictive model
which is described in the next wction.

dorrwin is reflected in the structure, content, and

wording of the hypertext document. This concep

tual model is often quite different fmm the user

model of the hypertext searcher.’llisdifferenc eisin

Partduetothepriorknowledge thatauserhasof the
domain, and the way new knowledge is interpreted

from the hypertext document and assimilated with

previous lmowledge

aWar h4c/d81

A

aConceptual
Mcxtei

i

+F==--t-&-6iii)i&@.,,..,’:

Evaluator Application

Designer

Figure k Real World Scenario for
Hypertext Searching
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The user’s interpretation of the document is also

affectwibythehypertextapplicationand theinterac-

tion style or dialog needed to view the hypertext

d ocument l%ehypatextapplicationdesignerbuilds

the hypertext system based on a model of how the

user will want to work with hypertext documents.

However, the work model of the hypertext designer

isoftendifferent from the wayanyindividual works.
This occurs because the designer is building one

application formanyusers, each with his or her own

personal preferences and abilities. Thus, the work

model of user envisioned by the application de-

signer is often the most common way in which most
USf213 axe tikdy to want to interact with the docu-
ment.

Finally, the evaluator designs a set of tasks that are

based on what the evaluator thinks are the most
typical tasks of users.This workmodelcanbediffer-

ent from the application designer’s work model and

different from the way any one individual user is

likely to work.

The following section describes some of the basic

cognitive tasks that are performed during hypertext

searching. These tasks are then related to the infor-
mation that is stored in the user model, conceptual
model, and work models.

3.2 Cognitive Processes in Hypertext
searching

The most basic cognitive process that a user per-

forms during a search is the selection of a hypertext

link. This process is repeated until the desired infor-

mation is found (also known as a goal). During a

search, a user may develop sub-goals and strategies

which may be m-formulated periodically.

A user will end the search when 1) the information

is found, 2) the user is taking too long and abandons

the search in frustration, or 3) the user abandons the

search on the belief that the information is not in the
document. This search process can be rep-ted
using a set of cognitive tasks as shown in Figure 2.

1. Read and interpret the search

task as described by the evalua-

tor.

2. Formulate a Search Goal, Sub-

goals, and a Search Strategy.

3. Read and interpret the text in

the first node.

4. While ( Goal Not Found )

4.1 If frustration is greater

than frustration threshold

Then end search

4.2 If user is convinced that

information is not in document

Then end search

4.3 If current path is perceived

as not closing in on search goal

Then Reformulate search

sub-goals

and search strategy

4.4 Decide on a Link.

4.5 Physically Select a Link.

4.6 Read and interpret the text

in the new node.

5. End While

6. End Search

Figure 2 Cognitive ‘h&s of Hypertext Searching

Figure3 showsa user model for hypertext searching.
Alm shown are the work model of the evaluator, the

document model of the author and the interface
model of the application designer. These models are

described below and related to the cognitive search
tasks of Figure 2.

During the course of a search, the user maintains

three distinct types of knowledge 1) task knowl-

edge, 2) domain knowledge, and 3) computing
knowledge. Task knowledge is knowledge about
how to perform a search task. It represents the

interpretation of the god, the decomposition of the
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goal into sub-goals, and a strategy for achieving

**@s.~tiskhwld~b~inSt~ 1,2,
4.1, and 43 shown in Figure 2.

A user’s interpretation of the search task maybe

different from what the evaluator intended. The

work model in 13gure 3 represents the evaluator’s
perception of the search tasks. Within this model,

task identification @era to the selection of search

tasks. Language level and writing style refer to the

way in which the search tasks an? described. The

language level and writing style directly influence

the user’s interpretation of the smh task (Step 1 in

Figure 2).

The user model also maintains a representation of

the user’s interpretation of the domain knowledge.

Domainknowledgeis thesubjectortopicsdescribed

in the hypertext docurnent.Theusermodel shown in

13gure 3 represents 1) the use~s knowledge about

thedornainpriorto theviewingthedocurnent,2) the

current or recently acquind knowledge, and 3) the
learning ability of the user. Current knowledge re-

fers to the Imowledge that is learned from viewing

the hypertext document. Learning ability is the rate

at which new knowledge is extracted from the

hypertext document. One aspect not shown is the

assimilationof newknowledge withpmviousknowl-

edge and issues of belief revision. Domain knowl-
edge is used in Steps 3,4.2,4.3,4.4, and 4.6 shown in

Figure 2.

The document model shown in Figure 3 represents

theauthor’sstylein expressingthe~omain 6 words.
Within this model, language level and style refer to

writing technique used in the hypertext document.

Document structme refers to the organization of

topics in the document. Meaningfulness of titles

refers to how well titles reflect the topicsin a section.

Theusefsinterpretationofnew Icnowledgeacquired
from a hypertext document can differ from the au-

thor’s interpretation of that knowledge. The way in

which an author expresses knowledge about the

domain in words directly influences the acquisition

of new knowledge by the user. (Steps 3 and 4.6 in

Figure 2).

The user also maintains mmputing knowledge.

Computing knowledge refers to the use#s under-

standing of the hypertext application, the system

(hardware and dtware) on which the application
runs, and basic mmputing cmmpts (such as the

concept of a computer file or directory). This knowl-

edge is used by the user when physically interacting
with an interface (Step 4.5 in Figure 2).

‘Iheuserwillperformtaskson thehypertextapplim-

tion based on prior computing knowledge and an

interpretation of what is observed in the computer

interface. The interface model shown in Figure 3

represents the way the interface appears on the
semen and the operations needed to manipulate the

document. screendialogmfers tothebasicoperating

system commands for manipulating the interface
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such as opening and closing windows, or scrolling
within a window. Input dialog refers to the manner
in which input commands m performed within the

hypertext application for tasks such as selecting

links. Sawn presentation refers to the size of the

smen and the colors used to identify different areas

of the screen. The interface can influence both the

selection of links (Step45 in F@re 2) and the user’s
ability to mad and comprehend text (Steps 3 and 4.6
in Figure 2).

3.3 Surnmury of Modeiling Hypedext
Seuching

Wehavedemonstrated howperceptualmodels from

the author of the hypertext d ocument, the designer

of the hypertext application, the evaluator, and the

searcher interact via physical devices.

Thebasiccognitive tasksof hypertext searchinghave

bwnidentifiedand related to these perceptual mod-

els. The user’s search behaviour has been shown to

be infkleXICed by

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The user’s domain knowledge.

The useFsknowkdge of the hypertext appli-
cation.

The user’s knowled~ of the mmputing sys-
tem.

The writing style and organization of the

document.

The interaction style of the hypertext applica-

tion.

The selection and representation of seamh
tasks.

In the next section we describe a formal method for

representing these models for the purpse of pr-

edicting information retrieval time from hypertext

documents.

4A FORfVIA1.PREDICTWEMODEL FOR
HYPERTEXTSEARCHING

We first describe ob~ves of our predictive model

and then describe the components of the rncdel. A
predictive function is then defined based on these

components. We conclude by showing how the

predictive model can be used to estimate the cost of

a hypertext document in terms of information re

triewd time.

4.1 Obmes of the Fmdi&ive Model

Theob@veof thepmdictivemodel is topredictthe

time it takes a user to find a specific item of informa-

tion in a h-t docume nt based on the experi-

ence level of the user, the structure of the document,

and the design of the hypntext system’s user inter-

face. The model should be applicable to a range of

hypertext systems and documents. Given these ob

jecdves, wepqmse apredictivemodel that is based

on the following components

m

e

e

a

e

E-A model of the expertise of a user.

U-A model of the user interface,

D -A mudel of the structure of the hypertext

documenL

N,- The target node to be searched for in the

hypertext document.

predict (N, D,l$U#ath)- A function that pr-
edicts the hit takes a user with exp=ti-se

E to find node Nt in document D using a
hypertext intexface U along a given Pat&

With this model, different hypertext systems can

then be compared by varytng the mcdel of the user
interface U. Different document structures can also

becomparedbyvarying thedocume ntmodelD.The

retrieval times between varying degrees of user

Z* can be mmpa- by varying the model of
theuserE.Below redescribe themodelsE,U,D,and

then define the predictive function.

42 User Model

The level of experience of the user is represented by

model E. The following information is stored in this

modd.

E.[ED, EL&Es]

where,

●

●

ED - TRe user’s prior knowledge of the do-

main (i.e. subject or topics described in the
h~ext document).

W - The user’s prior knowledge of the

hypertext application.
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“ ES - The user’s prior knowledge of the win-

dow-based interfacesandoperatingsystems.

Each of these items has a value between O and 1,

whae 1 is considered an individual with all encom-
passing Imowledge on that topic, and Ois no previ-

ous knowledge. We determme“ the level of experdse

of a user from a questionnaire that tests a user’s
knowledge of the do~ hypertext application,

and operating system

4.3 User Interface Model

‘I’lwuserinterfa ceismpresentaiusingmodel U. The
following information is stored in this model.

U={ US,UP,UL)

whew,

c US-the screen size.

● w - The dialog sequence for paging up or

down a screen of text.

● UL - The dialog sequence for selecting a link.

The screen size US can be used to mmpute the
pointing time using FWs’ Law [3, 131. The dialog

sequence UP tiers to the physical actions such as

keystrokes and\ormousemovernents needed to go

to previous or following pages within a node. The
dialog sequence UL refers to the physical actions,

such as doubbclicking a mouse button, that are
needed to selects link. ThedialogsequencesUP and

UL are mpmsented using the keystroke level model

[5]. The time to select a particular link in a given

document, without accounting for mental decision

makin& can be computed using the semen size US,

thedialogsequencesUPand UL, time forthesystem

to respond totheuser’sinput,R (asystemdependent

value), and the location of the link in the hypertext

node. Below we describe the document model and

the repmentation of link location.

4A Document Model

Thehypertextd ocument isrepresented usingmodel
D. The followinginformationis stored in thismodel.

D =“{ DS, DN, DL, DH, DR }

whew,

● DS - The structure of the document (links)

Formal Methods for Evaluating Information

● DN - The total number of nodes in the docu-

ment

● DL - The total number of links

● DH - The total number of hierarchical links

● DR - The total number of referential links

We distinguish between two types of links hierar-

chical and deferential links. The semantic definition

of a hierarchical link is that the destination node

describes topic that isnwrespecificthan the source

node (also known as the part-whole relation [291).

Forexample,themlationbetweena sourcmmdeand

adestinationnodethat areconnected via a hiemrchi-

cal link is analogous to the relation IxXween section

and sub-section in linear text documents such as

articles and books. Referential links am defined as

any other non-hierarchical link between two nodes

and may represent a variety of semantic interp@a-

tions such as “see related information”, “see also
##

... P-r “see an example of ...”. “see definition ...”.

D&me [8] expands on the diverse semantic inter-
PI&iltiOIIS Of hypertext M.

Thedocumen tstructumisrepresented by DS,where

N, is a node in the document and DN is the total

number of nodes in the hypertext document.

DS = { Nl, N% NY -v N~~ )

The start node (eg. title page or hble of contenb) is

defined as NI and all other nodes are arbitrarily

assigned higher numbers. The following informa-

tion is stored for each node.

N,= (NL~HPRVWVL, )

where,

● NLi- ‘I%e number of links in node N,

Hi. The number of hierarchical links in node

Li

● Ri-The number of referential links in node Ni

● W,- The number of words in node N1

● L*- The links in node N,
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Anode Ni may contain one or more links which are
represented in LL

L1={~~L@,.,~}

L9={NWTVSU]

where,

*

●

☛

NM - The destination node of the jth link in

node N,

Tq-The type of the jth link in node N,(hierar-

clucal or refenmtial)-

S,, - The location of the jth link in the text of

de Ni

The location of a link Lu on the screen can be com-
puted using the location of the link in the text of the

node S~r and the screen size US.

A constraint must be defined that states that in no

path which is comprised entirely of hierarchical

links can there be a node that appears more than

once. This constraint achieves two objectives 1) it

maintains the transitivity of thepart-whole relation-

ship [29] where each subsequent node ina hierarchi-

cal path is more specific than the previous node, and

2) it prevents circularities for hypertext seamhes

involving only hierarchical links. However, circu-

laritiescanocxurif a userselectsoneorrnmereferen-

tiallinksina mchpath.

Advanced users who understand and can visualize

both hieramhkal and refenmtial links are less likely

to get lost in hyperspace as has been observed in [2,
10,26]. fkmwuserstilfo~low O@hieraI_ChiCi=d links

to restrict the information they seek, knowing that a
referential link can lead them in a circular path.

When a hierarchical path is not focusing on the

desired information, advanced users are able to

select referential links to jump to another, more

relevant, section of the document without having to

re-trace long hierarchical paths.

45 Prediie 1%.mction

The function predict(NpD,E,U#ath) predicts the
time it takes a user with expertise E to find a target

mxieNtindocument D usinga hypertext interface U

along a given Path, The predictive function is de-
fined in Figure 4 and it computes an estimate of the

time that a user takes to perform the following tasks

L

2.

3.

.4.

Reach for the Mouse.

Read and interpret a Node (Step 3 and 4.6 in

Rgure 2).

Mentally decide on a Link (Step 4.4 in Figure

2).

Physically select a Link (Step 45 in Figure 2).

The predict function is defined as the sum of two

components, H(ES) and jump(N$D,~U). The func-

tion H(ES) computes the time it takes a user to reach

for the mouse or keyboard and it depends on the

user’s experience with computer systems. The func-

tion jumpo computes the time it tak= a user to go

from one node to another.

We define Pathtobea set of nodes in a path from the

fittie,N1, titiw@@e,Nt~~tim@

determined from the model of the doaument D. For

each node in the path, the function jump(N D,E,U)

disusedcompute thetimeto=d then e, RN,

mentally decide on a link, ML, physically select a
link, PL,and thetirneforthesystemto reqmnd to the

use#s input, EL

The time it takes a user to read a node, RN, is based

onthenumberof words in the node, W~and the time

that it takes a user to read a work from the screen,

RW.The functionRW dependson the user’s knowl-

edge of thedomain,ED,and thepreviousexperience
with hypertext systems, EA For example, an expert

user who is familiar with the topics descrilmct in the

hypertext document and has experience with read-

ing text from computer screens is likely to skim over

the text in each h~rtext node. Thus, RW has a low

value for experts.

The time a user will take to decide on a link,

ML, indirectly proportional to the number and type

of links in the node, the user’s knowledge of the

domain, ED, and the user’sknowledgeof hypertext

applications, EA. The current model assumes that it

takes anqual amount of time, M(ED,EA), to decide

on hierarchical links, H& and referential links RL
However, future research may show that different

types of links take a different amount of time to
consider and select.

The time it takes to physically select a link, E’L.

depends ontheuserexperience with window-based
interfaces, ES, the hypertext application, EA, the
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pradict(Nt, D, E, U, Path) = II(ES) +
~l~ath jump(Ni! D,E,u)

j~P(Ni, D, E, U) ~ RN(W\. ED. EA) + ML(ED, EA. Hi, Rj) + PL(EA. ES. U, siJ) + R

RN(Wi, ED, EA) = Wi x RW(ED. EA)

ML(ED3 EAZ Hi, R~) ~ (Hi+ 1%1)x M(EDt EA)

PL(EA, ES, U, Sj~) ~
{

NP(US, Si,J) x K(ES) + P(EA, ES) + K(ES), mouse select
NP(US. Si.J) x K(ES) + NK(Nj) x K(ES), kqbord #elect

NK is eym?em dependent

NP i$ wstin dependent

Figure 4 Predictive Functions

user interface design, U, and the location of the link

in the hypertext node, S~. PL can be computed in

terms of the functions ~M,and ~ which are

desaibed below.

The function NP computes the number of paging

commands that a user neds to enter in order to
arrive atthescreenwith thedesired link.1’hiscanbe

computed fmm the screen size US and the location

of the link in the hypertext node S~).The function NP

is system dependent and it depends on factors such

as font size, work wraparound, the size of ernbed-

dedgiaphics.Kdependson theuserexperiencewith

computer systems ES.

For hypertext systems that allow for links to be

selected with a mouse, the function P computes the

timetopoint toanareaof thesmen that displays the

desiml link. The function P depends on the user’s

prior experience with the hypertext systemEA, and

with pointing applications ES. K is the time it takes

to press the mouse in order to select the link.

For hypertext systems that allow for links to be

selected only from a keyboard, the function NK
determines the number of letters that nwd to be
entered to sekta link. Forexample,in the GNU Info
hypertext system, links are selectcxt by entering the

first few letters of the link name, such that the letters

canbeused todistinguishthe link fromotherlirtks in

the node. ‘l%e function NK is system dependent.

Figure5 shows the associated times forRW,W~P,

&~ which are partly based on [5, 15], and partly

Won our analysis of empirical data collected to

verify this model. Our work is partly based on the

Keystroke Level Model [5] which is a model that is

comprisd of keystroke operators for rnodelling ex-
pert users only. In our model, each operator has an

associated time that depends on the knowledge that

theuserhasof thedomain, thehypertextapplication,

and the computing system. We have also added the

RWoperatorforthetimeneededtoreada wod from

a hypertext node.

4.6 Cost Function

l“hepredictive functions can be used to compute the

quality of a document with respect to minimum

predictai information retrieval time. The informa-

tion retrieval cost function for a given hypertext

document isgiveninFigure6. WedefineSPath tobe
ti@ofdti~ktiesbMpti fimN1toN,.

We define Cost to be the sum of the time to find each
itern in the docume nt. Thus, alternative designs can
be compared in terms of information retrieval cost.
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{

0.05, ED+ EA >1.25
RW(ED, EA) = ~ ~

., ED +EA < 1.2S

H(m) =
{

0.4,” ES >0.75

1.2, ES< 0.75

{

0.08, ES >0.75
K(M) = 0-5

9 ES <0.75

P(EA, ES)=
{

0.8, EA + ES >1.5
1.1, EA+ ES <1.5

M(ED, EA) =
{

0.1, ED+ EA >1.2

0.4, ED+ 33A <1.2

R is s@em dependent

L

Figure !3 Times for Keystroke Level Operatom

Some iterns in a document may be mom frequently
rdti@@a@vm*ofu~.~m&e*of

frequenaesforeach item in the hypertextdocumen t
isknown,a weighted cost functioncanbedefined for
information mtieml. The relative frequency is the

relative number of times that an item is searched by

a typical set of users. This cost may be a more
accurate reflection of the quality of a doeurnent

where some items are more frequently referred to

than othem

5 EMPIRICALOBSERVATIONSAND
ANALYSIS

The predictive model was used to evaluate the effw-

tiveness of an existing hypertext system called HRS

[271.HRSprovidesoverviewmaps, keyword search-
ingand sernanticbased seamhingof information [27,
16]. I-IRS is currentiy available on an IBM PC net-

work at the University of Waterloo that serves some

of the computing needs of 2(’NIOundergraduate stu-

dents. The objective of the evaluation focusd on a

collation of hypertext documents that describe pro-

9’ arnming languages such as C and Fortran. Some
empirical observations are described below which

reveal the strengths and limitations of our model

A preliminary experiment was conducted to collect

data forderivingprarnetersofthepredictivemodel.

A hypertext documen ton the C programming km-

Wage was used. A set of 8 retrieval tasks was given

to 16 test subjects. Thus this experiment explores the

abilityof usersto mtracepathsand previously viewed

nodes, and their ability to retain a model of the

organization in their minds.

It was found that orI a first search, over two thirds of

users took over 150 seconds to find the answer.

However on the second search, over two thirds of

users were able to complete their searches in under

50 seconds. All usem at some point were able to

complete one or more searches in under 25 seconds.

This result suggests that users can retain a model of

the local organization of a document and improve

their searches to near expert speed, regardless of

their previous experience. The observations also

suggest that theuse~smental model changesquickly
as ia reflectd by the improving search times.

The predicted time for the t%t search task (how to

open a file in the C programming language) was

22.7’7 for experts ( ES >0.75, EA+ES >1.5, ED+ES >
1.5 ) and 7S.1 for novices. The answers to the search

tasks were located at a similar depth and each was

assigned a similar predicted time. The predicted
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Cost Function:

DN

cost = ~ predict( Ni, E, U, D, SPath )
i=l

Weighted Cost = ~ relative-frecluency( NI ) x predict( Nj, E, U, D, )

i=l

Constraints:

1) 0 < relativefrequency( Ni ) ,s 1, for all 0< i < 13N

DN

2) ~ reIativeJrequency( Ni ) = 1
i= 1

F$jure & Information Retrieval Cost Function for

Hypertext Documents

times am within the range of our empirical observa-

tions A larger sample size is needed to compute the

reliability of our model. It should also be noted that
in two cases, usem were able to complete t&e tasks
in 7 seconds. This suggests that in some cases little or

no cognitive decision making occurs when users
retrace previously viewed paths.

A second experiment was conducted with 12 sub

jects and a more detailed questionaire. The

questionnaire was used to assign a value between O

and 1 for each user in terms of domain knowledge

ED, hypertext application knowledge, EA, and

knowledge of window-basd interfaces, ES. The
same document and nine questions from the previ-

ous experiment were used. Each us&s actions wem
recorded and statistically analyzed.

Acorrelationanalysis was donebetween eachuser’s

knowledge and the total search time, number of

nodes visited, and penxntage of comet answers

found. Correletioncan be used to determine if theR

is consistent eviden~ between the type of knowl-
edge that a usmhas, and the observed search behav-
iour. A correlation value of +1 indicates a perfectly

positively correlated relationship and a value of -1
indicates a perfectly negatively correlated relation-

ship. The sample correlation co-efficient and

pearson’s product moment co-effiaent were used.
From the significance tables for pearson’s product

moment co-efficient, it can be determined that for a
sample size of 12 observations with a significance
level of 0.05, pearson’s correlation co-effiaent must

exceed 0.50. A significance level of 0.05 means that

there is less than a 5% chance that the correlation is

the result of pure chance.

Thecormlationanalysis showed that thereisa stati~

ticallysignificant cordationbetween pxcentof cor-

rect answers found by a user and the sum of the
user’s domain knowledge and application knowl-

fxige (pearson’s correlation co-efficient= 056, samp-
le correlation m-efficient= 051). This is consistent

with our belief that the mental operator, ML, time to

decideona link, shouldbeassociated withtheuser’s

domain knowledge, ED, and the user’s knowledge

of hypatext applications, El Them is also a statisti-

callysignificant corndation betweentheus&s Imowl-

edge of hypertext applications and knowledge of

window-based systems and the number of nodes

visited (pearson’scomelationco-efficient = 0.52, sam-
ple correlation co-efficient is 0.47). TM is consistent
with our belief that the operator PL, time for physi-

cally selecting a link, should be aswciated with the
use#sknowledgeof hypertext applications, EA,and
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theuser’sknowledge ofwindow-based systems, ES.

The correlations between user’s knowledge and to-
tal search times were not statistically significant and
can not reliably used to make any statistical infer-
ence. A larger sample size is needed to determine a
statistically significant correlation.

A t-test was also used to determine if expert users
found information significantly faster than novices.

The computed t-value can then be compamd to t-

distribution tables to determine the probability that

the difference in observations is the result of pum

chance. Since there were 7 novice users, and 5 expert

users, the t(5) distribution table was used for comp-
arison. For a 0.05 level of significance, the t-value

needs to exceed 2.571.

The significance levels that wem computed show
that only in two cases did expert users find informa-

tion significantly faster than novices. In question 3

(t=3.25), and question 7 (2.49), experts were signifi-

cantly faster. Both of these questions required a user

to find an answer to a question which was part of a
previous question. Questions 3 and 7 were worded

differently but asked the same question. This result

suggests that experts are significantly better at. e

tracing a previously viewed hypertext path than

novice users.

A matched t-test wasalmuwd toseeifexpertsfound

information faster than novices. This test compares

thedifference(d)in meantime foreach question, and

us this difference to compute the t-value. The t-

value, computed for novices and experts in each of

the 9 questions, was found to be 0.94 and it is not

statistically significant. This suggests that, although

initially novices are slower than experts at finding

information, novices can quickly improve their

searches. It can be concluded that over the nine
questionstested, experts wenmotsignificantlyf aster

than novices.

Using the KLM-H Operators values defined in this

paper, the root mean squared error was found to be
31%. A closer examination of the results show that in
certain cases, users had a pre-made decision as to

their hypertext path and link selection. Hence, in
certain nodes, the total time spent at the node was
very small. In other cases, a user would spend a

significantly higher amount of time, deciding on a

link,than what waspredicted. Inthesecases,theuser

had read the information and perhaps did not un-

derstand the information and found it difficult to

ddde on a link These effects, in many cases, can-
Celld eachothasincein onecasetlwpredicted time
is under-estimated, and in the other case the pre-

dicted time isover+&imated. Future work could be
done to modify the mental operator depending on

the user’s current search stra~.

6 CONCLLHONS AND FUWREWORK

In this paper we have presented a framework for

modelling the cognitive search tasks involved in
hypertext searching. We have proposed a model for

the user, the documen t, and the interface. The infor-

mation that neds to be contained in these models

has been defined and we have described the intera~

tion of these models.

A predictive model has&en presented that allows

for estimating retrieval times from hypertext docu-

ments based on a model of the document, user

expertise, and user interface. The predictive model
canalsobeused to evaluate the quality of ahy@ext
document in terms of retrieval time.

Themodel’spredictions havebeenfound tobein the

range of empirical observations. Observations have

also shown that hypertext users can improve their
searching abilities very quickly with successive

searches, suggesting that the user model changes

quickly during a searching session. We also ob-

served that, in some cases, such as retracing paths,
little cognitive decision making is involved.

Future extensions could account for diverse search

strategies and path selection of users. This muld be

done based on large sets of data collected from

empirical observations that reveal search strategies

given a state of the user model. Future work could

also include

1.

2.

3.

The elapsed time after which users are likely
to abandon a search in frustration.

The elapsed time after which usem are likely

to abandon a search because they believe the
information is not in the document.

The initial time spent interpreting the sewh

task requirements and developing a god,

subgoals, and search strategies.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

The quantitative effect of overview maps on

search time.

The effect of the user’s learning ability on

decision making time.

Theeffectof multimedia on a user’s ability to

assimilate information.

The effect of slow response times on a user’s

frustration level and &amh strategy.

While agmat deal mnainstobe learned fromcogni-

tive search behaviour in hypertext searchin~ pre

liminary models can be designed based on existing

empirical observations. Future work will require

more empirical data to be collected in controlled
settings soaatotryisolate andquantifytheeffectof

particular hypertext designs onseamhing.Thechal-
lenge will be to correlate user characteristics with

search behaviour and the use of statistiml inference

to determine casual relationships.
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